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Play molto accelerando or deccelerando as indicated. 
Bi-Directional Glissandi. 
Play in one bow-stroke with acceleration in the stroke and at 
a constant dynamic. i.e. no crescendo. 
Left-hand pizzicato oo ad- I ib. notes within rhythm notated. 
Head-less rhyttw: Holding the bow vertically, dab the 
approximate pitches indicated with the screw of the bow. 
Stemless notes : Duration of notes is ad I ibitlft11. 
Special block notehead with stem: Execute extreme bowing 
pressure on partial node as indicated to produce 'sub-
harmonic". Duration of sound is determined by stem 
i.e. quaver in this case. If there is no stem above the block 
notehead, the duration is ad I ibitum. 
"Sub-harmonic" or Anomalous Low Frequency (AlF) . An 
approximation of the pitch produced by the extreme 
pressure bowing on the G string at indicated nodes. 
Inverted triangle note head: play flautando. 
Tr iII with small notehead. 
Tri lied glissandi: always with sui. pont .. and augmented fourth 
intervals in the tri lis. 
These indicatioos occur above notes/chords where HCI detection 
takes place. The Roman numeral indicates string i.e. I -IV 
represents E-G respectively : the number indicating finger. 
The note/chord must be fingered as indicated. 
As above. only this indicates the fingering and string 
required for a chord- the top set being the top note and 
bottom the lowest note in chord. 
Electroacoustic Score: 
!Detection 1 B 










Approx . point of detection of sound-producing gesture by 
camera system where the system uses data-driven processes to 
contro l the resulting sound. for e. g. specific fingering 
triggers a sound streamed off the hard-disc drive. Tho 
detections are numbered according to relative acoustic-score 
positions and to provide reference to the detailed score 
analysis . 
Approx. point of detection of sound-producing gesture by 
camera system. where the system uses procedura I processes to 
control / morph or create the resulti ng sound. for e.g. timing 
between events. specific (X. Yl positions of fingers or relative 
size (Z) of detected object to Z axis of 2 dimensional plane. 
When this syrrbol is indicated, it delineates procedurally 
processed audio where the start and end I imits of t he audio in 
question would otherwise be difficult to determine (such as 
sonic events inside a box) . The direction of the symbol 
indicates either start or end. In this case. "Start". 
'End" version of syrrbol above. "end" points usually 
controlled by 10etect 1on 1 Ej if indicated. 
Pre-determined attack & decay envelope triggered by specific 
sound-producing gesture using data-driven method. The envelope 
is existing in the data-dr ivan audio stream. 
Attack & decay envelope whose shape is procedurally determined 
by the timing between detection events . This is then applied 
in real-time to transformed sonic events. 
Stem-less notes : Lack of stems indicate the possib i I ity for 
indeterminate timing of sonic event. The overall duration is 
however meant to be an accurate indication. 
Stem-less notes with thick I ines: As 
above indicates indeterminate timing. 
but duration is approximated by the I ine. 
Right-arrow indicates possibi I ity of merging sound events. 
Wavy I ine: This i ndicates a gradual and un-measured sliding 
time-stretch that is either processed I ive (in box) or pre-
processed. Pitch is only affected if the original sa111>le 
contains sliding pitch data. Direction indicates whether it 
is an increase or decrease. 
Procedural partial graphic. Partials are extracted and played 
back by system from pre-recorded viol in sound. Var iables 
determined by previous timing between detection events. 
Double- Arrow. Indicates an inside- time accelerando between 
chords/ notes that is pre-processed. If in box, it is 





Alternating pizz. and arco motifs. The 'x' above the note 
indicates play pizzicato. This is followed by an upward bow 
marked 'v'. 
Raise pitch indicated by 1/ 4-tone. 
Raise pitch indicated by 3/ 4-tone. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . = fi!il Gradually change from sui. pont. technique to nat. 




Execute a slide on the string indicated between the two 
approximate pitches as shown. 
Execute an extremely fast bowed-tremolo. 
~ ~ 0~ <o ,,,..,. Um N' "' "''" "' ;;.) ~"''" ;~ _,ooo. 
Note on accidentals : Because there are no bar I ines nor key signatures in this work. the 
standard rule applies where each new group serves as the point where an accidental llliSt 
appear before the note even if the same note is used from the preceding group. 
PERFORMANCE NOTES: 
The piece is coostructed of "Gesture Sheets". Each sheet may be played in any order 
chosen but may not be repeated during the same performance. There are no time 
signatures nor bar I ines in the work. as all the musical material is meant to be free 
from temporal constraints and beats unless specific instruction is given. for example : 
ritardandos. accelerandos and te111>o indicatioos where indicated. The tempo markings are 







Slashed note-head No absolute pitch is intended and the 
attack is i111>erceptible. 
Bracketed note name. Indi cates the approximate root pitch of 
the sonic event. 
Pitch of sound rises and lowers slightly but with a 
genera I trend towards sharpening of the note/ chord. 
Approx imate pitch as indicated is raised by 1/ 4-tone. 
Approximate pitch as indicated is raised by 3/ 4-tone. 
13. 264kHz _;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
Notated 'sonogram' information. In sections where this appears . 
the frequency in Hertz of the sound is indicated along with 
its relative amplitude represented by the 
1:38 "7 
¥--41-
thickness of the I ine. 
Approximate time duratioo of data-driven audio event 
indicated. When boxed. the beginning and end indicated with 
aud i a-wave symbo I as described above does not de I i neate the 
exact start and end points in the score, but is used merely as a 
syrrbol of the event. 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTROLLER/ SET -UP : 
COMPUTERS : 
Knowledge of Pure Data (PO) is required. Two COII1lUters connected via LAN are needed, 
running the same version of PD. Place a copy of the VIDEO patch on the one (VIDEO 
STATION) and AUDIO patch on the other (AUDIO STATION). 
Run the patches: Enable video rendering + load classifier file and check connections. 
Enable each of the AUliO patches as required in performance from MAIN patch window 
toggles. Not enabling wi II result in ZERO data transmission from the VIDEO STATION. 
AUDIO : 
Prepare a copy of each gesture sheet and enable the 'Panic Patch' in a separate window 
from the folder of parent patches. 
A contact-microphone or pick-up is ideally required on the violin, mixed with the 
output from the AUDIO station. 
A reverb effects processor must be added prior to stereo out. preferably a convolution 
unit . Amount of reverb is at the performer/controller discretion. 
A speaker system with a subwoofer or support for low frequency output is essential. 
VIDEO : 
A fairly bright i ncandescent I ight should be positioned directly over the performer's 
head to allow for best I ighting conditions. Avoid the casting of shadows onto the 
fingerboard. 
Place the camera using an adaptable stand as parallel to the finger board as possible 
to achieve the best frontal position image capture. 
J = 72 IW1 31 lilOl l!.!.!..QJ 
GESTURE: "WALK" 
arco nat. 
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Ensure bow is wei !-rosined before 





Tempo ad I ib. 
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FF or FFF marks on harmonics to be played as loud 
as possible. 
Each harmonic is given the string it must be 
played on by the Roman numeral indication e. g. 
(II). 
Where sustained artificial or natural harmonics 
move up or down. they are separated by wavy 
portamento lines. 
This is to indicate that time may be taken between 
the harmonic shifts and slides or uneven glissandi 
may occur . 
This should be done in whatever way is most 
comfortable but with maintaining a smooth as 
possible transition. 
Always play these passages "legatis~imo" . 
TEMPI : 
Metronome marks are to be adhered to strictly. 
Tempo texts are indications of attitude or feeling. 
ARTICULATIONS : 
Articulations make up an important part of the 
·sound design" of this work and must be adhered to 
strictly. 
Long phrase marks must be understood as legato with 
bowing ad I ib. and should change imperceptibly such 
that where possible , the bow changes are made whi 1st 
the note(s) are being sustained. 
Further to this, I ong sustained sections, such as 
harmonic notes/ chords , should observe similar 
bowing and be imperceptible in terms of change. 
Generally the bars have no function as agents of 
structure or articu lation and the music in a sense 
should "float" over the bars unless the bar is a 
"played silence" e. g. long pauses . 
<r = snap (Bartok) pi zz. 
DYNAMICS : 
ppp passages and qu ieter e. g the "morendo· at end 
should have a feeling of absolute delicacy. 
STRUCTURE : 
There are no "movements" as such, and the numerals 
I. II & III rather indicate sections that flow into 
each other with no 
stopping. 
There are 3 main ideas: 
1. the statement of the theme which re-occurs that 
is first opened by the eel lo; 
2. the "whistles" of the flautandos, which echo t he 
development of the theme in the 2nd section 
(Grave). i tse If a somewhat tona II y-free deve I opment 
of the chromatic motive from the middle section : 
3. the natural and artific ial harmonics. 
The work finishes off with an echo of the opening 
artificial harmonics. 
The harmonics play a crit ical role in the piece by 
setting the tone for a "spectralist sound world" 
out of which everything else finds its place and 
role within the larger context. 
The work is completely absolute/ abstract and has no 
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2 clarinets in B-flat 
bass clarinet in B-flat 
2 bassons 
1 contrabasson 
4 horns in F 
3 trumpets in B-flat 
3 tenor trombones 
1 bass trombone 





bass drum (large) 
tam-tam (I arge) 
suspended cymbal (large) 
tubu I ar be II s 
2 harps 
22 violins (Divisi: I : 12, II: 10) 
10 violas 
10 or 8 viol incellos 
8 or 6 contrabasses (at least 2 
with C extension or 5 strings) -
on basses with no extension or 5th 
string, play passages below bottom 
e as notated one octave higher . 
trumpets, clarinets and french 
horns are transposing, but no key 
signatures are used 
contrabassi , contrabasson and 
bass clarinet sound one octave 
lower than written 
duration : approx. 26-27 minutes 
explanation of symbols 
~ quasi senza misura 
+ c losed 
o open 
(where this symbol appears in woodwinds it indicates play harmonic) 
n above note- natural note (e. g. no harmonic) 
breath/bow may be taken at any time, but as imperceptibly as 
possible 
raise quarter-tone 
~ raise 3 quarter- tone 
~ lower quarter- tone 
~~ lower 3 quarter-tone 
1.1 I ong pause 
~ hard timpani stick 
[2] soft bass drum stick 
DJ medium xylophone stick 




~ I Flutes 1 & 2 
Oboes 1 & 2 
Clarinets in B> 1 & 2 
Bass Clarinet 
in B' 
Bassoons 1 & 2 
Contrabassoon 
Horns in F 1 & 3 
Horns in F 2 & 4 
! Tmnpets in B, I & 2
! Trombones 1. 2 & 3
Bass Trombon, e 
Tub a 
G I ockensp i e I 
,i T impan 
Vibraphon 'e 
Bass Drum 
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